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Editor.

Welcome to the first

issue of HoH, quite

probably the world's
largest-selling movie monster
magazine

!

Confused? How do we know
it’s a top seller if this is our
first issue? Read on, and all

will be made clear. . .

.

Back in late 1975 a meeting
took place deep in the heart of
London’s movie world, in the
fabled Hammer House (home
of all the great Dracula,
Frankenstein and Mummy
films). And from that came a
new movie magazine. The
House ofHammer.
Over the following months,

HoH soared in popularity,

gaining readers in Britain,

Australia, and most of
Europe.
And now, at last, you too

can share the secrets, the sus-

pense and the marvellous
monsters that appear in

the retitled HOUSE OF
HORROR.
To attempt to sandwich

our last 18 issues into an HoH
j

crash-course, this first Amer-

j

can issue brings you some of

I

the best material we’ve ever

I

run in House of Hammer.
I

Starting next month, you’ll

. be seeing the very same maga-
' zine that is being read and

•The completists among
you, ea^r to catch up on our
last 18 issues in full, should
turn to our House of Hammer
back issues special offer on
page 5 1 this issue.

Next month we’Jl be pre-

senting another Van Hetshig's
Terror Tale; Hammer’s The
Reptile told in comics (by this

issue’s cover artist, Brian
Lewis); Barbara Steele in

Revenge of the Blood Beast;
History of Hammer Films
Part 2; Fact File on The
Reptile; plus regular HoH
columns . . . Media Macabre
(all the latest fantasy film,

book and magazine news);
Answer Deski Post Mortem-,
and lots more.
As the latter two columns

are readers’ comments (ques-

tions on cinema, and letters

about HoH), let’s hear from
you. Not only could you be
the first American reader to
have your letter printed, but
we even award free subscrip-

tions and free books for the
best letters published.

Cheerio! y~\,
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Bur me MAR&ues Neven
DOeSSBNP FOR HIM AGAIN.
AAANV YEARS PASS BY...K OF lONeilNESS,

OM AND 8P00D1N6...

STARRING

OLIVER REED
as Leon (The Werewolf)

WITH

CLIFFORD EVANS Don Alfredo Caridc
HIRATALFEY Teresj
CATHERINE FELLER Chrisfinj
YVONNE ROMAIN Jailer's Daughtei
RICHARD WORDSWORTH The Beggai
WARREN MITCHELL PepeValientr

Directed by TERENCE FISHER, Screanpla\
by JOHN ELDER (frorn the novel "Tht
Werewolf of Paris ’ by Guy Endore), Pro-
duced by ANTHONY HINDS. Released b\
Rank (USA: Universal)

A HAMMER FILM PRODUCTION
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AVAMBLi, ANDSOm
OLP BfG&AR IS PlNAUy
5ENTA COMPANION...
NO. MORE THAN A

MERE COMPANION...







With rwe lovino cars of
ALFRFDOAND TFRESA. LEON PUTS
HIS TROUBIES BEHIND HIM AND .
GROWSmo A NORMALyOUNGMANM
ANPAIKEAUmNO MEN.
EVENWAUT LEAVES HOME TO
LOOK FOR WORK . .

.

' STOPAmR THAT,
AND ITSEEMS THE
POGMUSTHAVEBEEN .

RESPONSIBLE.
THE YEARS PASS,

^

PUTPEPESnU WEARS
i

THAT SILVER BULLET I

AROUND HIS NECK...
TO REMIND HIMSELF |

OF WHAT HE MIGHT
HAVE HAD TO DEAL
WITH . . .



BUTLBON'S arrival at the VTmVARO OT DON FERNANDO
fernandezdoesnotgetoff
TO A GOOD START... A

BUT LEON IS TAKEN IN, AND GIVEN A .JOB
IN THE BOTTLING ROOM WITH ANOTHER
WORKER, JOSE . . . ,—7 1 THIS IS WHERE

(
VOU'Ll. WORK... PROM SEVEN TO

Vten with half an hour for
>N LUNCH... YOU SLEEP HERE

IT SEEMS LEON HAS FINALLY
FOUND THE GIRL WHO WILL
CUREHIM FORALLTIMEOF
THE TERRIBLE HORROR THAT
WARS WITH HIS SOUL . .

.

W 9Ur FATE NOW DEAIS
.':yi A HAMMER BLOW...

SATURm NIGHT SEES LEON TRYING TO DROWN
HISSORROW WITH JOSE... AT AN INFAMOUS
TAVERN NOT FAR FROM THE VINEYARD . .

.





In Denis Gifford’s highly acclaimed

“G( den Age of Horror” series in HoH
2-1. one outstanding instalment which we

no re-present looks at the effect Boris

Karloff had on the movie industry with his

portrayal as Mary Shelly’s classic Franken-

stein Monster.

T
HE paragraph in Film Weekly for the

25th of July, 1931, was short and to

the point, a snidely amusing point

typical of the gossip pars of the period.

Thirty little words, set sixteenth in a string

of second-class squibs aptly entitled ‘Rest

of the News in Brief. How many of the

readers of ‘The National Guide to Films’

gave it more than a short smirk, that

Saturday morning 45 years ago? Yet from
it stemmed a trail of terror the likes of

which the screen had never seen. And in the

tail of those thirty words, a sting of pure

pathos.

Bela Lugosi, who will pfay the leading

rote in Frankenstein, earned his first money
for holding a girl’s dog while she sat on a
park bench andkissed her sweetheart.

Whether the tale of the dog was true or

not matters little now. Perhaps it was a

concoction of a forgotten Universal Studio

publicist under instructions from above to

humanise their contract vampire. For
Bela Lugosi, for a top box-office star, was
receiving markedly little in the way of

publicity in the popular fan-mags. Perhaps

this minimal adulation was upsetting that

one-time Romeo from romantic Hungary.

His previous press plug had been even less

interesting: ‘Bela Lugosi the Hungarian
actor has become a naturalised American’

(July the third). The pathetic twist would
come years later, as we, re-read the para-

graph with hindsight. For Lugosi re-

jected the role of the Frankenstein Mon-
ster out of hand, claiming dislike for the

makeup and objecting to the lack of

dialogue. A decade later, aged and suffer-

ing from drugged pain, he would be glad

to accept the role and to be made up in the

image of the man who took over the

Monster in the original film. The man who
became a star because of Lugosi’s high-

handed turn-down. Boris Karloff: the

man a monster made.

One week after their ‘News in Brief’

piece, Film Weekly promoted the new pro-

duction to a scare headline: ‘New Talkie

Horrors!’ with the sub-head ‘Spine- chilling

Pictures on the Way.’
Hollywood is now determined to exploit

the most primitive of all human emotions,

fear. Greater than hate, only a little less

than love, fear has swayed the decisions of
mankind throughout the ages. The film-

makers realise this, and a series of three

talkies offered by Universal bears ample
testimony to the variety of which fear films

are capable.

Following a helfty, hair-raising plug for

Dracula, generally released on Monday,
August the third, the writer went on

:

Then there is to be Frankenstein, the story

of a man-made man, an automation which

passes beyond human control and, turning

on its creator, avenges itself for its very

The classicface ofthe classic monster.

invention, before running amok among other

terrified men.

There was no mention this time of Bela

Lugosi as the Monster. Seven days later

there was more news under the heading

‘Britain to Lose Journey's End Hero’.

Colin Clive (‘yet another front rank artist’)

had been offered a contract by Universal

Pictures.

His first part will be the 'Monster' hero of

Frankenstein, Mrs Shelley’s eerie story of a

man-made human being. He will have the

option of remaining in Hollywood for five

years at a princely salary.

Clive was released from his West End
success. Crime at Blossoms, and on
September the fifth made it into the

columns of Film Weekly once again. This

time they had it right

:

Colin Clive fiew from New York to

Hollywood to be in time to begin work in the

title role of Frankenstein. The complete

journey from London occupied the record

time ofonly seven and a halfdays.

The same day Carl Laemmie, the

Universal ‘Uncle’, arrived in London for

discussions with his biographer, John

Drinkwater. Characteristically Laemmie
wasted no opporunity for publicity, and his

press statement was headlined ‘Stealing

Britain’s Thunder; Carle Laemmie Pleased

with Theft of James Whale and Colin

Clive.’ The two Englishmen had become
associated through the original stage pro-

duction of R. C. Sherriff’s unwanted war
play. Journey's End. As producer and actor

(Clive played Captain Stanhope) they

had risen together like rockets. After

taking two tickets to America to work on
the talkie version of the play. Whale had
stayed on to direct Waterloo Bridge,

another ‘British’ Great War picture, for

Universal. Given the standard second

picture to direct. Whale had selected

Frankenstein, a property gathering dust

since Lugosi’s walk-out. Said Laemmie:
‘Mr Whale is now directing Frankenstein

at Universal City. When this production

was first mooted, it was he who suggested

sending to London for Colin Clive to

interpret the part of the Monster. Ameri-

cans have been extremely keen on Colin

Clive ever since his magnificent perfor-

mance in Journye’s End, and I thought that

it would be a good thing if he were brought

back into films’.

But as the Monster? Did Whale really

consider his handsome friend perfect for

the part of a revivified corpse? Or was
Uncle Carl making the same mistake as so

many moviegoers would; equating the

‘title role’ of Frankenstein with the Mon-
ster? Three weeks later and the facts were

there in full. Donovan Pedelty, himself

fated to become a film director (albeit a

Quota Quickie King) in the fullness of



A personally autographed publicity shot of the youthful Mr. Karloff



time, was dubbed Film Weekly’s Special Loose, the creature stalks along the Umbers,

Representative in Hollywood. In his series

of full page reports ‘A Londoner in

Hollywood’ (Pedelty was actually an

Irishman!), came one date lined Septem-

ber 26, 1931, and headlined ‘Horror Films

Made in Secret!’

The current secrets ofthe film city are, for

once, not who is in love with whom, but what

1 look like. Two 'horror' films are

being made with a decent reticence

film production. At Paramount's Hollywood

studio Fredric March is doing his trans-

formation from the douce Dr Jekyll to the

hideous Mr Hyde in 'boxed-in' sets. At the

Universal studios, Boris Karloff, playing the

synthetic monster 'made' from fresh corpses

in Frankenstein, is under an oath ofsecrecy.

Once made up he is not allowed to leave the

studio or see visitors until the makeup is

removed. His journeys to and from his

dressing-room and the sound-proofed stages

are made with a hood over his head andface,

and with gloves covering his hands. His

meals are served to him in private.

Boris Karloff! The name had a weird

enough ring, but also a familiar one, to the

keenest of picturegoers of those early

Thirties. Those who went to the Marble

Arch Pavilion on October the seventeenth

might have caught a quick preview of the

shape of things to come: Karloff played

Frankie Darro’s father in The Mad
Gmiius, John Barrymore’s follow-up to

his mindfilled withfear.

IFanting help andgetting none, the Monster finally turns on his creator.

Svengali, a tale of a mesmeric, club-footed

dancer. Others may have called to mind (he

dark-skinned, gaunt-faced villain of count-

less epics of the northwoods, piracy, and

Bombay, California. It was the face of the

crew-cutted convict of The Criminal Code,

now the murderous minion of Graft, that

James Whale saw lunching in the Universal

commissary and began doodling on the

tablecloth. (In his hungrier days. Whale
had been something of a caricaturist for

the theatrical papers of London).

'Boris Karloff’s face had always fas-

cinated me, and I made drawings of his

head, added sharp, bony ridges where I

imagined the skull might have joined. His

physique was weaker than I could wish,

but that queer, penetrating personality of

his, I felt, was more important than his

shape, which could easily be altered.’

Easily perhaps for the costume designer

and the make-up man; less easily for the

actor. Humble Karloff, the British-born

William Henry Pratt of Dulwich, of

Merchant Tailors and Uppingham School,

of Kings College and Kamloops, Canada,

was a veteran extra, bit player and charac-

ter man of 44 years and 69 films, not

counting the chapters to several serials.

In and out of Hollywood from 1919, the

promise of stardom in 1931 sparked little

response in his tough old body, tanned yet

already bending at the legs. He sat through

three weeks of hell in the make-up chair

while Jack P. Pierce, unsung genius of the

putty and the paint, and James Whale,

blossoming in his new-found directorial

power, built up and tore down version after

version of Mary Shelley's made-up Mon-
ster. Pierce’s original concept, worked out

with the film’s first slated director Robert

Florey, had been an adaptation of Paul

Winer’s Golem, the legendary clay man
of medieval Prague. It was this original

make-up that had so offended Lugosi.

Working with Whale, a more original
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talent, Pierce took the creation of Franken-
stein’s Monster more seriously.

‘I did some research in anatomy,
surgery, criminology, ancient and modem
burial customs, and electro-dynamics. I

discovered there are six ways a surgeon
can cut a skull, and I figured Dr Franken-
stein, who was not a practising surgeon,
would take the easiest. That is, he would
cut the top of the skull off, straight across

like a pot lid, hinge it, pop the brain in,

and clamp it tight. That’s the reason I

decided to make the Monster's head
square and flat like a box, and dig that big

scar across his forehead, and have metal
clamps hold it together. The two metal
studs that stick out the sides of his neck are
inlets for electricity—plugs! The Monster
is an electrical gadget and lightning is his

life force.’

The Monster was nothing of the sort,

and Karloff knew it. A well educated man,
he would have read and understood Mary
Shelley’s classic novel, subtitled as it was

The Modem Prometheus despite Universal,

who subtitled their production The Man
Who Made a Monster. He was an actor,

too, or rather An Actor: a Man of the

Theatre, with a style and tradition not yet

totally killed by the Motion Picture.

Karloff carried within him that dying

technique, the extension of Drama known
as Melodrama. Overdone as many of his

‘straight’ performances would come to

seem, when set against the naturalistic

playing of his modern talkie con-
temporaries, he nevertheless vested his

characterizations with thought, depth, and
humanity. Even his Monsters. And be-

cause of this his final performance of the

The monster frightens Frankenstein’s bride

Franketjstein Monster still stands head and
electrodes above any of the many that

have followed in his asphalt-spreaders

boots. Said Karloff:

‘The Monster was inarticulate, and I had
to make him understood. When the

audience first sees him he is only five hours
old. My first problem was not to let his

eyes be too intelligent, which is why I de-

cided to use the false eye-lids that half veil

the eyes.’

Jack Pierce took the idea, cut half moons
out of rubber and stuck them to Karloff’s

eyelids with spirit gum: Karloff’s one
personal touch to his make-up. The rest was
Pierce, working to Whale’s sketches. Again

and again new make-ups were tried and
abandoned. One, with clipped gouges in

the forehead, seemed final and was
photographed by the Universal stills

department for use in publicity, posters

and promotion. When the film was
finally shown, the clips had disappeared:

the make-up had been changed yet again

!

Patiently Karloff bore it all, the pain and
the tiredness, the soreness and the heat.

He was too much the veteran to even dare
hope that the film would come off, let

alone that it would feature him. But the

work and the pain paid off, and bit by bit

the film was made. And in the end, Karloff
was made, too.

Years before, Hollywood’s original Mon-
ster star, Lon Chaney, had talked with
Karloff, encouraging the bit-part player

when he was low : ‘Find something no one
else can or will do, and they’ll begin to take
notice of you. The secret of success in

Hollywood lies in being different from any-
one else.’ With Chaney dead and Lugosi
scorning the genre, Karloff stood alone,

and became a star.

‘This was a pathetic creature who, like

us all, had neither wish nor say in its

creation, and certainly did not wish upon
itself the hideous image which auto-

matically terrified humans whom it tried

to befriend. The most heart-rending aspect

of the creature’s life was his ultimate

desertion by his creator. It was as though
man, in his blundering, searching attempts
to improve himself, was to find himself

deserted by his God.’
Karloff, created by Universal, Laemmle,

Whale and Pierce, was deserted by his

‘collective God’: they did not even invite

him to the preview!

Film Weekly could hardly be expected

to approve. Frankenstein was previewed at

Santa Barbara in November and a special

dispatch from Donovan Pedelty was
flashed to the front page of the National
Guide to Films. ‘Stop Crude Sensa-
tionalism!’ screamed a banner line, and the

subhead was ‘Nightmare Film.’ ‘Not the

kind of entertainment about which I am
likely to write enthusiastic paragra(dis when
I see it’, wrote Editor Herbert Thompson.

Boris Karloff's make-up as the ‘synthetic

man' pieced together from corpses is the

most brilliantly horrible ever achieved on the

screen. It is almost impossible to look at his

apparently scarred, stitched, and skewered
skin {the skewer is to hold his head on his

spine) without believing that his body, has

really been sewn, spliced, and glued to-

gether ... It has no theme and points no

moral, but is simply a shocker beside which

the Grand Guignol was a kindergarten.

Frajikenstein opened at the Tivoli,

London, on Monday the 25th January,

1932. London surviv^, but the cinema

—

and indeed Boris Karloff—were never the

same again.

Sobn to be published. The Golden Age of

Hoijor as a hardback book. Watch for it!
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The Guardian talked of 'gratuitous six old pence a day, Hopkins earned is a kindly man with leanings towards
sadism’. To DUys Powell of the up to £25 for visiting a village. In his High Church Protestantism and that,

Sunday Times it was ‘jjeculiarly short career, he is reckoned to have in this strongly Cromwellian area,

nauseating’; Margaret Hinxman of made about £1000. One contemporary makes him immediately suspect and
the Sunday Telegraph called it a wrote that Hopkins and his henchman disliked.

‘sadistic extravagance.’ John Russell John Stearne sent more people to the Richard gets Lowes’ permission to

Taylor in The Times wrote: ‘The gallows in fourteen mouths than all marry Sara and he rides happily off

ending of the film has an all-out the other English witch hunters had re-join his regiment. In the twilight,

passion and intensity unlike anything managed in the preceding 160 years, fi*® path crosses that of Messrs,

else in the British cinema.’ Michael Reeves’ film was based on a Hopkins and Stearne. He directs them
. . . Wilchfinder General ends with fictionalised biography by Ronald the village, unaware of who they

the central character being hacke<i to Bassett; it starred Vincent Price in ate.

death with an axe and having one of the title role. When they arrive at Brandeston,

his eyes kicked out. they start slaughtering people. Lowes
The film tells us :Hat in 1645, the BURN, WITCH, BURN! tortured and thrown in a cell. He

Civil War is tearing England apart would have been killed but his life is

and law has collapsed. Matthew Richard Marshall is a young and saved by Sara, who seduces Hopkins.

Hopkins, the son of a Suffolk minister, comparatively innocent Roundhead. Her uncle’s life seems safe,

rides through East Anglia seeking out After killing his first enemy soldier. But while Hopkins is absent from

supposed witches, hanging, burning or he rides home on leave to visit his the village, the brutish Stearne rapes

mutilating them. He’s the self-styled sweetheart Sara. She is the niece of her. On his return, Hopkins hears of

Witchfinder General. John Lowes, the elderly parson of what has happened. He takes his

The story has its roots in facts. In Brandeston, Suffolk. (The village seen revenge not on Stearne but indirectly

a time when the average wage was in the film is Lavenham.) The parson on Sara. Her life is spared but her

uncle is killed.

As a matter of historical fact, at the

1645 Suffolk Sessions in Bury St.

Edmunds, John Lowes, the 72 year

old parson of Branson (sic), was tried

for witchcraft. He had confessed after

a going-over by teams of Matthew
Hopkins' assistants. According to

Bishop Francis Hutchinson, they kept

Lowes awake ‘several nights together,

and ran him backwards and forwards

about the room until he was out of

breath. Then they rested him a little

and then ran him again. And thus

they did for several days and nights

together, till he was weary of his life

and was scarce sensible of what he

said or did.’

Lowes confessed he had covenanted

with the devil, suckled familiars and

bewitched cattle. He later retracted

his confession and, not allowed a

clergyman, recited the funeral service

for himself as he walked to the

scaffold.
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The real Matthew Hopkins’ meth-

ods were to deprive victims of food

and sleep and to run them around a

room 80 that their feet blistered. Few
took more than five days to confess.

In the movie, his methods are more

direct, far more horrifying. Director

Michael Reeves defended his film by

saying: ‘Violence is horrible, de-

grading and sordid. It should be

presented as such—and the more

people it shocks into sickened recogni-

tion of these facts the better.’

British film censor John Trevelyan

knew Reeves personally and accepted

the director’s good intentions. But,

Trevelyan argued, ‘The film gave the

impression that it was exploiting

violence, and in particular sadism,

for commercial reasons.’ He said that

he had never known background

music to heighten violence so signifi-

cantly. (Composer Paul Ferris appears

as the ‘young husband’ in the film).

The movie was cut extensively by

the British censors. They removed

four minutes of what they called

‘excesses of sadistic brutality’. Reeves

resisted the censorship vigorously and

A victim of the witckfinders' ^cleansing'. A supposed witch is tortured to

aOiartce with the Devil.

her Having confessed, the 'witch'' is destroyed. Bun'
roaring bonfire, held fast against a ladder.



Trevelyan that the film had not been

harmed nearly as much as he had

expected.

America’s Daily Cinema wrote of

the censored end-result: ‘Rarely has

so much blood been seen to flow, such

a variety of tortures been practised or

so many hangings been carried out

before the camera.’ Victims are dun-

ked in the moat and roasted on the

bonfire.

When Richard (Ian Ogilvy, who
had starred in Reeves’ other two

films and is now the TV Saint) hears

of the events at Brandestoit, he rides

there to find Lowes dead and Sara

cowering and defiled in the desecrated

church. Hopkins and Slearne are

already far away.

Richard marries Sara and swears

total vengeance. When Hopkins de-

serts his assistant Steame in the face

of Army opposition, Steame too is out

for blood. Hopkins continues burning

witches without assistance for a while.

But then he re-unites with Steame
and, knowing Richard is trying to

hunt them down, they frame both him
and Sara as witches.

The most famous sequence in

Witchfinder General (and one of the

fjfolive, by being slowly lowered by ropes into a

John Lowes, an elderly parson, opposed Hopkins cruel methods. Hopkins' assistaiu,

Steame, upon finding warts on the parson’s back, proclaims them to be marks of the

Devil, and proceeds to gouge them out with a knife.

most famous sequences in recent

horror films) is the ending. The final

two minutes.

Richard and Sara are held captive

by Hopkins and are ‘interrogated’ but
refuse to confess. Just as some of his

army colleagues burst into the prison,

Richard breaks free in an attempt to

prevent the torture of Sara, bound
face-down on a table. In a frenzy,

Richard picks up an axe and starts to

ruthlessly and systematically hack
Hopkins to pieces. Aghast at the

butchery, one of the soldiers (played

by Nicky Henson, now 008 of the

Secret Service) shoots the dying witch-

finder. Richard, his mind gone,

screams, ‘You took him away from
me!’

In the silent room, Sara starts to

scream and scream. After intercut

shots of empty corridors and stair-

cases with the screams echoing along

them, the camera cuts back to Sara’s

demented, screaming face. The frame

freezes. The credits roll.

The sequence was edited like this

due to a mistake. On the final day of

shooting, a continuity problem arose

related to scenes which had already

been filmed. In the script, Nicky
Henson was supposed to shoot both

Vincent Price and Ian Ogilvy. But
he only had a single flintlock pistol.

This had been established in previous

scenes. So he could only shoot one

person. Reeves decided:

‘All right, just shoot Vincent and
I’ll get Ian to scream and shout and

go mad and freeze frame on Hilary

Dwyer screaming.’

In the original book the hero

(called Ralph Margery) hangs Hop-
kins at the end. He has not been
‘framed’ by the witchfinder—and his

wife is not present. There were
changes to the film as well.

In the US, Witchfinder General was
released as Edgar Allan Poe's The
Conqueror Worm (named after a line

from one of his poems). Prologue and

epilogue narrations were added to

justify the title change.

The real Matthew Hopkins? He
died of consumption in his bed in

1647 . . , Although some contemporary
rumours said he had been thrown into

a river and sank—a sign that he was
a witch.

WITCHFINDER GENERAL (1968)

Vincent Price (at Mauhtte Hopkins), Ian

Ogilvy (Richard MarthaUJ, Hilary Dvryer

(Sara), Rupert Davies (John Lowtt), Robert

Russell (John Stearnt), Patrick Wymark
(Oliver Crontoidl), Wili^ Brambell (Master

Coach), Michael Beint (Captain Gordon),

Nicky Henson (Trooper SaaIXotej, John

Trenaman (Trooper Harcourt), William

MaxweU (Trooper Gifford), Tony Selby

(Salter), Beaufoy Milton (Priest), John

Kidd (Isl Mt^isiraie), Peter Haigh (2nd

Magistrate).

Directed, by Michael Reeves, Produced by

AmoU I. Hiller, Co-produced by Louis M.

Heyward, Asst. Director Ian Goddard,

Screenplay by Michael Reeves A Tom
Baker, Based on a novel by Ronald Baasett,

Photography Johnny CoquiUom, Edited by
Howard Lanning, Special effects by Roger

Dickno, (‘When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth',

‘The Land That Time Forgot' etc.). Music

Paul Ferris.

Tijne: 87 mins. Cert X.
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by Tony Crawley

/
'first met George A. Romero going

to Communion. Which sounds a

more religious experience than it

was. A great intro, though; and much
better than the film of that name. The

place was Cannes, during the festival

last year; the setting for the long-

awaited re-emergence of Romero, the

greatest unsung hero of the (truly

individualistic) horror-scene . . . and

indeed, the much sung hero of the

HoH editorial board.

Until seeing his new film, Martin

(HoH 14), a few nights previously I

had never heard of the man. And felt

duty-bound to tell him so. Despite his

height . . . and weight. / had, in fact,

only recognised him in the Com-
munion crush because he'd played a

small role in Martin an exceeding

propitious practise which helps identify

directorsfrom critics, producers, pack-

agers, hustlers and other assorted

movie-groupies thronging Cannes at

festival-time.

If I didn't know him, he knew
House of Hammer. Which is perhaps

why he refused to take umbrage atmy
honest ignorance of him (quite the

reverse in fact; he is a most friendly

fella) and he agreed to a meeting later

in the week.

lie is, as I rapidly discoveredfrom
the multi-lingual Cannes crowds, a

king to the horror-buffs; if, as yet, no

great big deal to Hollywood. Still,

what does the new-Hollywood know
about talent these days? It's all dollar

and cents on the barrel—and TV sales

in the hole.

Romero's lofty reputation, until

Martin, rests on two of his previous

four films: The Night of the Living

Dead (1968; HoH 3), which I've been

assured is the greatestjworst film ever

made—and The Crazies (1972; HoH
6), which I'm told is a classic of the

genre, although Romero himself calls

it a pot-boiler.

Before that he used to make TV
commercials. He works from Pitts-

burg. And nobody knew where he'd

been since 1972. Which is why we met

and tried to chat it up in true Cannes

style—taping in the sun. We were,

however, forced (forced I tell you\)

into a bar due to the infernal row ofa

chain-saw massacre of nearby trees.

This was either for ecological reasons

or to remind us Tobe Hooper also had

a film in town. (In Cannes you can

never tell what appears to be the

ordinary, not with a two week circus

ofstunts underfoot).

The saw demolished the living wood-

work as we discussed Romero's ab-

sence and much applauded re-entry,

and as he explained the background,

the hassles and the Joys, of being a

filmmaker in America.

BEYOND THE
An Interview With
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LIVING DEAD
Geoi^e A. Romero

HoH: Where—exactly—have you
been at for the last four years ?

Romero: Learning all there is to

know . . . First of all, the American
scene in terms of making films was
something I don’t think any of us

understand! I certainly didn’t under-
stand it when I made Night of the
Living Dead. We had just a commercials
production company and, of course,

making features was my first love. My
focus. So we got it up and made it,

unbeknownst to anyone in the business.

We hadn’t talked with a distributor. We
just made it. Then took it to show
people. Columbia looked at it. AlP
looked at it. Walter Reade looked at it.

And Reade’s company. Continental,
came along first with what sounded like

a terrific olfer. And so, obviously, I

thought this business was a piece of
cake (laugh).

Until finding you'd won some crumbs
only ? Ripped off?

Well, there’s some controversy about
that. The film returned a helluva lotta

money. Well, the investors made a lot of
money. The question is, they should
have made more. 1 think Continental
did a very good job with the film. The
real problem was they sold it off cheap.
In a lot of situations. Particularly
abroad. Even after it became a “classic”,
or whatever, it became. They were just
selling it off for screenings—or they were
until Reade went beliy-up (Reade was
killed in a ski-ing accident). Theatres
were buying it for 25 bucks flat. So it

wasn’t really a rip-off in that sense.
Reade’s didn’t quite understand they
had a tiger by the tail. Even towards the
end, when it became obvious, when there
were several offers coming from other
people—“Hey, let’s put your film and
my film together . . , Let’s make them
unavailable for several years and then
bring ’em out in a double-bill’

. . .

including the obvious one, The Body
Snatchers. Reade’s weren’t interested.
Their policy, 1 guess, with respect to
them.
Any chance of a re-issue now. /, for

one, would like to see it

.

Hopefully we can do something like
that; I think so. I no longer control the
company that produced the film. I have
a profit percentage in it. I’m a share-
holder and so forth. But Tm not con-
trolling the company. There is a lawsuit
against Reade’s company. Fortunately
the film has become a permanent title,

and so we’ll be getting, or the corpora-
tion will be getting it back. If only to
keep it around—for it’s own benefit. To
make sure the negatives are not picked
up by some IBM typewriter company
or something in a tax situation.

You have your own copy back home,
I suppose.

A couples of copies . .

.

So what happened next in your film
business schooling ?

After Living Dead, we rushed into

two projects. Because it was a piece of
cake! There’s Always Vanilla (1972), a
little romantic comedy, fell together

because of money. A disaster! I wasn’t
very happy with it. I’m still not. It’s the

least successful of the films I’ve done.
The next one. Jack’s Wife ( also known
as Hungry Wives; 1972) dealt kinda
peripherally with witchcraft. That went
into distribution with Jack Harris. But
again it was a slough-off. Distribution

wasn’t handled very well, and the film
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was sold on completion to another

financial group. One of those tax situa-

tions. It’s actually now in the black.

It’s a film which 1 actually like very

much. 1 was still learning, you know,

how to use the pencil. So I understand

that in terms of production values,

quality and everything, it wasn’t market-

able. Didn’t have any names, either.

And it was a serious piece. Put too

heavy, too serious. And with the

changing face of the business, particu-

larly in the States, you can’t do that—
that kind of film doesn’t exist. They

won’t even talk to you about it.

But you didn't give up .. . ?

By then, we thought we’d learned all

there was to know and we got together

with Cambist Films in New York, and

co-financed, co-produced The Crazies

—

which, from our new position of

knowledge, we felt was really going to

go through the roof.

“EC Comics is where it

was at when I was a kid.

That’s where my curiosity

began. That’s what started

me off. I thought they were

terrific!”

And it didn't. A t least, not in America.

I have to say again it was mishand-

ling . . . Cambist thought they had
Jaws. I mean . . . which il ain’t. It was a
pot-boiler. They blew a wad of money,
opened it in New York, two East Side

houses and on Broadway. It survived

five days. Nine people showed. They
never even mentioned Ni^t of the

Living Dead in the advertising, which
would have at least started some kind of

reaction. In Europe, the film opened the

Edinburgh festival, took Best Film at

Trieste and started to get attention.

Thisyearwe’re sellingoffsome territories

and it's getting into the black getting

some more light—partially because of

our re-entry now with Martin.

Which brings us to this four-year

absencefrom the scene . . .

Well, we decided we didn’t know all

there was to know ... So we got into

learning, studying the whole corporate

film-making business. We turned to two
things: importing European products,

and producing for TV—which in the

U.S. is a safe market. I mean it’s some-

times hard for an independent to sell his

products to television there, but ifyoucan
make up-front deals, you’re not waiting

for box-office, or any of the other fickle

elements that happen to movies. We
produced a series of shows, all docu-

mentary stuff—seventeen biographies

of American athletes. And some frothy

entertainment things which we syndi-

cated. A magic show special, for

instance, with Peter Graves as host, and
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magicians from around the world

In that period, ’72-76, I shot more
film than I’ve ever shot in my life. It was

really cathartic! It also gave me expo-

sure to video tape and I’ve just been

playing around, having a ball. In

addition, we’ve become active in pub-

lishing, and recently formed an associa-

tion with Libra Films.

Hence the re-emergence of George

Romero.
Yeah, we found we were ready to

start seriously thinking about produc-

tion again. And Martin, an idea I’d

been sitting on for some time, fell into

place. If you look at the strategy of

what I wanted to do, on a career-level,

it was to re-introduce myself. Just tell

people, ’Hey! I exist. Here’s a little film

that I think is nice . . .
’ and have it as

a kind of lead-in for the next two pro-

jects we have on the boards . . . And so

that’s what’s been going on. That’s a

long answer to a short question.

Martin supplies another short, obvious

question. Is he or isn't he ... a vampire?

I don't think he is.

Good\ Neither do /. The poor kid has

been conditioned like hell—right into hell.

Exactly! That’s really what it’s all

about. Well, that’s what I suspect.

As happens with all films, I have a

longer version at home I {laugh) In which
we see a little more of all that. My own
version is a little over two hours.

Substantially longer. Mostly mood stuff,

you know, watching the other people

more. Through Martin’s eyes. But I was
pretty happy, actually, with this cut-

down. At least I wasn’t told ‘Gimme
more blood—and cut out all that crap.’

It’s deliberately ambiguous therefore?

Oh yeah, and I’m comfortable about

that. Because that’s not what it’s about

either. I don’t care really about the

specifics of his background. I really

don’t care if he is or isn’t. I think of him
as just a poor, mixed-up kid.

Leaving aside any Chris Lee-like day-

long discussion about what accurately

constitutes a horror film: why are you

into horror movies?
Okay, to take it on that level ... I

have to say EC Comics. That’s where it

was at when I was a kid. That’s where

my curiosity began. I thought they

were (laugh) terrific! That’s what started

me off. Then, of course, came the early

films. So it’s just a particular banner of

mine. I don’t want to stay there. Unfor-

tunately, if I make a couple more of

these—and I am—I could be stuck . .

.

. . . with a label. Like Martin. Maybe
that's what this film is really all about.

You are Martini

Could be . . .

[He laughs, a nervous laugh for once;

he gives out a look ofsudden recognition].

Die Crazies (1972,- see HoH 6). 'A

pot-boiler, basically, an action adven-

ture thing which people call science-

fiction. It's not. I don't consider it

science-fiction. It's more like a Combat

comic—but again I M’a5 very happy

with that film. Cambist Films thought

they had iaws ... which it ain'tl It

survived five days in New York—nine

people showed. They never even men-

tioned Night of (he Living Dead in the

advertising which would have at least

startedsome kinda reaction . . .

’
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Yeah . .
.
you know, there’s a great deal

of truth in what you say . .
.
[Recognition

grows; visibly; fascinating to watch].

You’re right\ That’s what it’s like.

It’s such a tear! The business again . . .

Well, it hasn't been bad: I have to look

at it on a company level. 1 haven’t

really come to resent it, that much. I'm

still enjoying it. I’m intellectualising . . .

Right now, I’m more worried—very

worried—about what happens to me in

a couple of years. Again, on that cor-

porate film level which says, ‘Oh well,

that’s all you can do’. Which is not at

all what I want to continue doing.

My Italian venture with Dario Argento
is really going to lock it up, though.

—

[Of which venture more news in future

issues].

So you may need another long respite

ahead before re-re-introducing yourself.

Make a new genre film: say, this is me,

this is the new film, and there's no blood

Absolutely right! And that’s a hard

bridge. Particularly in the States. It’s

crazy! Unless you really play the big

politics game in order to do the big

projects.

How fast do you shoot your movies ?

Martin took five weeks, which was . .

.

well, I know a lot of people working the

West Coast who relate budgets entirely

to time. Like, how many weeks can you
buy! A lot of directors would envy five

weeks. Whereas, I’d like more. I like a

lot of shots A lot of options. So far.

I’ve always had the advantage of

physically cutting my own stuff. Largely,

I’m cutting as I shoot. But also as a

director. I’ll just shoot a lot of options

and worry about it on the table later.

I love that—^just love the editing process.

So 1 love having the options. I don’t

like to be tied down because, very often,

that’s the difference between keeping a

scene or being able to cut it back.

Do these options allow scope for im-

provisation? On Martin, for example,

you'd been making notes for years,

you'd written the book as well as the

script—do you adhere to the letter of
your word, come what may, or depart

from it, roam around it on a loose rein ?

It was a pretty complete script and I

stuck very closely to it. Actually, too
closely. Because I came out with a film

that was a little too long . . . But I

know what it’s like, for example, doing
those movies for television. Six days, a

precise number of minutes and seconds

/

and only so much film. I can’t imagine
working that way. Well, 1 can imagine
it—but I won't do it! I’ve also done
some video work which has to be care-

fully menued and it amazes me that

people work that way. I've made tele-

vision commercials on bigger budgets
than Martin. Sixty second films! That’s

Sweepan City—where it’s all tightly

controlled to precise seconds. So, being

forced to work that way for so long,

maybe I just like the free rein in doing a

feature. Other people find making a

feature is a great challenge. I find it

absolutely free. I’ll shoot things six or

seven different ways which is, 1 guess,

the advantage of working outside the

system. It’s also a little bit of escape.

Ever feel influenced by other directors

in your work and stylisation ?

I’m sure I have been. But I haven’t

made it a point to study any one
director, in particular. A lot of people

“A lot of people compare
The Sentinel to Night of the

Living Dead. That is the most
insulting thing ever said about
me or my film.”

went on and on about Living Dead—and
Hitchcock and Siegel. Maybe they were
right. If so, it was all sub-consciously so

on my part. 1 don’t feel it. I'm not a

confident director in that sense. Because
1 have to have the options in cutting, to

play with later. And 1 will ... 1 will.

Tough news on the buffs raving about
your Hitchcockian trails'.

I find it ludicrous that people com-
pare me—or Living Dead—to Hitch-

cock! That film is so extremely, so
diametrically opposed to Hitchcock’s
style of work. Maybe, just maybe

—

b^ause I shoot [photograph] the films

as well—maybe there is something un-
consciously Hitchcockian with the fram-
ing, the lighting and so forth. If so,

that was done on the fly ...

!

We first met the other night, going to

see Communion; so you obviously keep
in touch with the horror-scene. What do
you feel about the current crop of
exorcists, omens and the like ?

I think The Exorcist worked. 1 liked

it! On a craft level, it was excellent. And,
coming from a Catholic background
[laugh], I appreciated the book and
thought,, the film pretty accurately

translated the book. Beyond that, I

can't speak for it conceptually. I’m not

emotionally involved with the Devil and
that kind of evil. I’m more concerned
with human people.

The Omen was a typical U.S. formula
film, influenced by U.S. television. So
many of those films are just TV movies,

largely because a lot of directors are
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coming out of television. Jaws was
largely that way, too. Again, on a craft

level, Jaws was terrific. Just a high
adventure story, more than anything
else, and tremendously TV-influenced.
And The Sentinel?

I’ve seen a lot of reference with that
to Night of the Living Dead . .

,

! would hope not . . .

!

Well, a lot of people have said that.

And that is perhaps the most insulting

thing ever said about me or my film! I

thought The Sentinel was tasteless. Just
. . . awful! 1 just don’t understand why,
but there are so many films like that
being turned out today. ‘Let’s get it on
. . . we’ll bring in some freaks ... get
Ava Gardner and whoever . . .

’ That’s
the formula thing, again. There’s a film

around in the States now, when I left

home it was on top of the charts—It’s

Alive! Jesus, it’s just going through the
roof. And yet it’s just . . . well, I think

it’s an interesting concept, but it’s a piece

of crap! Everyonejumped on that band-
wagon after Exorcist, Omen and every-

thing else. So we have a lot of those films

that really shouldn’t exist. There’s no
involvement . . . ! I don’t think those
films should be made . . . they might as

well be on television. They’re not even
an expression of the genre, really.

They’re such a rip.

Their success doesn't say much for the

public—or, whoever they are, those cor-

can sell ’em anything. \LMUgh\.

I trust you didn't make any com-
mercialsfor him ?

No, we didn’t. However we did

Romney, which is just as bad. And we
did Albert Brewer against George
Wallace in Alabama. And we sold a

lot of soap!
/ have to applaudyour comments about

TV—or TV movies—influencing, ie. ruin-

ing feature movies.

Well, it’s become the sensibility there.

I don’t shoot that way. Maybe it’s

because of my dodgy memory factor, or

whatever, but I try to avoid depending
on who the backers are and who you
have to satisfy, Before pre-production,

I try not to even think of camera
positions, visual approaches, until I see

the thing happening—then 1 try to

document it more than plot it out, move
for move. That was the problem with

Communion. There were some splendidly

bizarre things that you wanted to be

affected by—but you were aware of

Night of the Living Dead (1968; see

HoH 3). Made almost in secret. "fVe
hadn't talked with a distributor. Ife

Just made it. Then we took it to show
people. Columbia looked at it. AlP
looked at it. Walter Reade looked at
it—andcame outfirst with what sounded
a terrific offer. But they never under-

stood what it was worth. They sold it

off cheap . . . Even after it became a
"classic" or whatever it became,
theatres were buying it for 25 bucks

flat. Wasn't really a rip-offin that sense.

The investors made a lotto money.
They should have made more. Reade's
didn't quite understand they had a tiger

by the tail . .
.'

structure all the time, aware of shots.

Camera-position instead of exposition.

Exactly right. I think my freedom
comes from doing so much. I mean I’ve

done, hands-on, all of it. The lighting,

the camera, the cutting. And I really

miss that energy when I can’t work that
way. With The Crazies, I tried to inject

that energy in and around a more
careful plottingwork-situation.l couldn’t

quite do it. It feels synthetic to me. It

always does. Just synthetic . . . Maybe
that’s my biggest fear about going up
in the world. Losing all the toys.

find it ludicrous that

people compare me—or
Living Dead—to Hitchcock.
The film is so diametrically

opposed to his style.”

Not, for instance, a fear of working
with names for once?
Oh, absolutely not. The fear there,

the problem there, is that there’s going
to be a little panel on the next table
choosing the names. In the U.S. the
term is: TV viable names. Which means,
no matter what happens, you recover
your budget, because you get the TV
slot.

You'd try, at least, to choose your own.
TV viable names ?

Hopefully . . . Corporately, if you’re
gonna put the Big Box on the line, that’s

what they say is required. And Ldo have
to accept that. Because it can be disas-

terous to keep on cranking out low-
budget stuff that doesn’t go anywhere at
all.

Like how long should you be your own
boss, nurtureyour own subjects, play with

all your own toys . .

.

If you don’t meet certain criteria, the
other end of the pole is zero return. You
can only convince people to back you
for so long that way. That, too, is the
criteria, unfortunately, in terms of being
considered for larger projects. I’m not
talking particularly of the studios,

either; I’m talking about serious pack-
ages. So, it’s a matter of coming to
grips with all of that. Td be just as happy
to do one of these, a Martin a year.

The question is: how long can that go on
. . . reasonably.

So what happens ifthe phone rings and
Fox want you to direct Omen Part III.

Are you ready or willing for that—even

ifyou hadn't prepared itfrom stage one ?

I wouldn’t want to do it if they were
just buying, you know, the Living Dead
credentials. And if it was going to be
somebody else’s show. That’s t«en my
concern. I also think, because of our
financing and because we’re looking at a
couple of bigger projects right now

—

they’re not gonna ask me to do Omen
III until I’ve worked with names, and.



completed the first five spots on the
form! And really, what I’m most con-
cerned about in my future is those next
five spots. Once they’re filled up, then
perhaps those options will come my
way. ’With some strength.

You must have been invited IVest

before now. Surely AIP or Roger Carman
chased you after Living Dead?

Initially, yeah. Right after Living
Dead ... or after it became . . . some-
thing. And I didn’t go. Some say, to my
detriment. Because it’s been a long
while since Dead. However, we’ve been
working continuously and we’re really

happy with what we’ve been doing. I got
some TV network credentials, which
they tel! me—or my agent tells me

—

means I’m in very good shape now.
[Laugh]

Why didn't you flash out to Corman
or whoever ?

Being a lot more altruistic then,

I didn’t feel ready at all. Whereas now.
I'm not sure what that means even.
Because we’re ail playing around,
learning new things each time out.

Studying that corporate jungle—and
doing it, your way . .

.

Although we have an office in New
York, we have studio facilities in Pitts-

burg, Pennsylvania. My partner,

Richard Rubenstein [who has a walk-on
role in Martin, hut then so does Romero—
as a wine-buff priest] and I have a
very good relationship. We started

together on the cusp of The Crazies;

1 was just finishing it. We’ve grown up
with this television thing and been able

to put it together pretty substantially.

Operating in other areas as well. We
have a lot of irons in the fire so we
don't have to be running for the next

deal—purely for survival. Through our
publishing division I’d like very much
to get a couple of things written—a text

for independent film-makers who get

misled, the way we got misled.

Particularly, again, in the States. I

would say it’s the easiest business in the
world. Yet none of us can crack it. We
all have the answer but none of us wants
to sit down and work it out—revolted

by the corporate thing. And because it’s

a mystery. And we get it all out of
proportion. We all do that.

‘‘I just shoot a lot of op-
tions and worry about it on
the cutting-table later. I’ll

shoot things six or seven
different ways. The advantage
of working outside the

the system.”

Why Pittsburg of all places?
I’m from New York and came to

Pittsburg to go to school . . . There’s

Martin (1977.' see HoH 14) “An
idea I'd been sitting on for sometime
and wanted to do—it justfell into place.

To re-introduce myself. A little film
that I think is nice and a kinda lead-in

for the next two projects on the

boards . .
.’

a lot of good people working avoca-
tionally there. Good production units;

couple of really good stage directors; a

lot of radio and TV. I found my Martin,
John Amplas, in a play there—and the
old man Cuda, Lincoln Maarel in his

white suit . . . The first ni.ckleodeon was
in Pittsburg. The first radio station.

Things like that. Yet it has never grown
up. Which is why, in a kinda perverse
way, why I’m determined to stay there.

It's a rather wealthy town, so financing
has always been . . . okay for us. Up
there, we’re the only game in town.

Okay, but where will you be—or want
to be—come 1980.'" Still lord of your
Pittsburg manor or lording it with the

big guys on the West Coast ? I mean, who
wins in the end: the independent lone
ranger ... or Hollywood's big bucks?

Well . . . they do, probably ... I don’t
know. It depends on what happens to

the industry out there. We have to see

what effect the new tax hit is gonna
have. There might be a big, big spot for

independents for lower-budget features

now. 1 think the face of the industry is

going to have to change. Also, after wait-

ing ten years for this video explosion

—

which is going to suck up all the product
—maybe we’ll be starting to feel the

effect of that soon. We have Home Box
and other companies already buying
films for the video-cassettes . .

.

It’s also a question of which way the
power is going. I ipean, we may wind
up with the same guys in charge [laugh].

It’s not -a matter of West Coast or East
Coast—that’s like two feuding factions

of the same family. We’re in New York
now and Pittsburg, and I don’t think it

particularly matters where you produce.

[He pauses; then grins hugely]. I don’t

know, man, I don’t know where I want
to be in two years. 1 just want to be
shooting something.
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CURSE OF
THE

By I960 Hammer Films had re-made most
of the old horror classics: Frankeostein,

Dracula, The Mummy, Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde etc. so it was natural to expect that it

would soon be the turn of The Wolfman.
Hammer’s version, called The Curse of the

Werewolf, was based on Guy Endore’s novel

The If'ereuiolfof Paris, unlike Universal's 1941

production which had starred Lon Chaney Jr.

The script was written by John Elder, this

being a pseudonym of Anthony Hinds—the

man who produced many of Hammer’s most
successful films until his retirement several

years ago. Hinds had started with the com-
pany as booking clerk when it was still known
as Exclusive Films but very quickly worked
his way up to the position of producer and
with the formation ofHammer Films be joined
with Michael Carreras in creating one of the

most stream-lined successful film companies
in the world.

The classic, though confusing, shot ofon adult Leon (Oliver Reed) holding his mother ( Yvonne Romain) in his arms ...even though in thefilm she die^ giving birth to him!
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Once more, W'ereu.olf Reed and mother Romain, in a confusing publicity shot.

Curse of the Werewolf wag directed by
Terence Fisher. Fisher bad directed most of

Hammer's other Gothic successes, including

The Curse of Frankenstein and Dracula but he

has a special fondness for Werewolf. “I like it

because of the tremendous inter-relation

between the characters, between Reed and
the girl," he said. “After all, anyone can turn

into a werewolf, can’t they? But it was his

situation that made it exciting. The horror of

him knowing that it was going to happen to

him but that he couldn’t do anything about
it . . . and the conflict between this knowledge

he possessed and his love for the girl. An
audience, I beUeve, will respond to this

because they can understand the emotional

pull between people much more than the fact

of someone turning into a werewolf. Of course

Oliver Reed was very good as the werewolf.

In my opinion he’s never done anything

better.”

I doubt if Reed, who has since starred in

such films as Tommy and The Devils, would
agree with that last remark but others might
(with Reed being one of those actors who falls

into the “love him or hate him" category).

He was only 22 at the time of Werewolf and it

marked his first starring role though pre-

viously he had a number of small parts in such

films as The Two Faces of Dr JekyU and
Sword of Sherwood Forest.

Before that Oliver Reed had worked as a

bouncer in a Mayfair night club and had also

been, very briefly, a professional boxer. He
then worked for six months as a hospital

porter before being called up for National

Service. “I wanted to be a paratrooper,” said

Reed, “but they stuck me in the Medical

Corps because I had worked in a hospital.”

Once his army days were over he decided to

become an actor though be had had no pre-

vious experience. At first he got nowhere but
then came a lucky break—he was chosen for a

major role in a BBC TV serial. To his credit

he never took advantage of the fact that he
was the nephew of Sir Carol Reed, the famous
British director, but obviously he never

doubted his ability to succeed by himself.

“I want to go to Hollywood and be a teenage

idol," he told an interviewer during the

making of Werewolf, “I want to make films for

Young, handsome and broody. Oliver Reed in I960.

teenagers. I want screaming fans to tear the

clothes off me.” And Terence Fisher said of

him at the time; “Not since Valentino have
I known such a personality produce such an
instantaneous and devasting effect! I am
certain that within the next two years Oliver

Reed will be one of the biggest names in the

business." Well, it took a little longer than
that but he made it eventually.

Also in the film was Richard Wordsworth
who had performed so memorably as the

monster in The Quatermass Experiment. In
Werewolf he played the mad beggar who
attacked the servant girl and thus fathered

the werewolf. In the original script it was
obvious that the beggar was also a werewolf
but the censor insisted that all such references

be removed, telling Hammer that they must
not combine sex with the supernatural. “Just
before shooting began,” said Wordsworth, "I

had come to get fitted with fangs but nobody
at the studio seemed to know anything about
them. Finally 1 found someone who did and
he told me: ‘No fangs. The censor says no
fangs. You can't have fangs and have relations

with the girl as well.’

Well, the character played by Oliver Reed
had to be “born” so they obviously chose
relations with the girl. We were just about to

start the scene where I attack the girl when
Terence Fisher turned to the property man
and said ‘Have you got the white of egg?’

I asked him: ‘Er, what’s this white of egg
for?’ ‘Oh, this is something we always do,’ he
said, ‘You have a mouthful of egg white and
when you see the girl just slobber a little of it.

But keep it tasteful.’
’’

In charge of the make-up on the film was
Roy Ashton (see the interview with Ashton in

House of Hammer issue 2) and he succeeded

in creating the best wolf man so far seen on

the screen, but the make-up caused Reed a

few problems. “No one would ait next to me
in the studio canteen," he complained. "Even
the waitresses used to eye me strangely and
keep at a distance. I’m not surprised. I was
scared myself when 1 saw the rush shots with

blood trickling from my mouth and down my
clothes and my nostrils plugged up to make
them enlarged, and my face made up in a

terrifying fashion. I looked a gory mess.”

So as not to disturb the delicate make-up,

Reed was unable to eat any food during

several days of shooting so he was obliged to

drink five bottles of milk a day through a

straw. That must have been the hardest task

of all for Mr Reed.

The Curse of the Werewolf (1960)

A Hammer Films Production

Oliver Reed (Leon); Clifford Evans (Don
Alfredo Carido); Hira Talfrey (Teresa);

Catherine Feller (Cristina); Yvonne
Romain (Servant Girl) ; Anthony Dawson
(Marquee); Richard Wordsworth (Beg-

gar); Warren Mitchell (Pepe Valiente);

-George Woodbridge (Dominique); John
Gabriel (Priest); Ewen Solon (Don
Enrique); Michael Ripper (Old Soaker);

Sheila Brennan (Vera).

Director; Terence Fisher; Producer;

Anthony Hinds; Associate Producer;

Anthony Nelson-Keys; Production De-

signer: Bernard Robinson; Art Director:

Thomas Goswell; Director of Photo-

graphy: Arthur Grant; Music: Benjamin
Frankel; Make-up: Roy Ashton; Special

EffecU: Les Bowie; Executive Producer:

Michael Carreras; Script: John Elder

(from the novel The Werewolf of Paris

by Guy Endore).

Certificate X 88 mins.
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Oassic Corner time. With a difference. Seventeen years after die blood-curdling fact, HoH has the rarelynseen story-

board of the screen’s most grisly horror murder . . . Psycho ! Plus, at last, the answer to the shower-stall’s major
question. Who actually directed the shower-stabbing? Alfr^ Hitchcock ... or Saul Bass?

The exclusive answer comes from a chapter in our critic Tony Crawley’s third film book. Scrubbers. An Illustrated

History of the Bath Scene in Movies, currently being finalised for publication.
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This is the most imitated killing in

movies. Whether in straight drama,

cop-art. Westerns or horror films. This

is the definitive cause (celebre) of all the

screen’s slayings in the bathroom—where

the shiney, often bright white porcelain

surrounds make a perfect (and so slippery)

background for red blood, spurting,

dripping, congealing . . .

"niis, of course, is Janet Leigh (and her

double) in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho, 1960.

“Normally” says Hitch, “any studio

would have made her the love interest. I

wanted to shock the audience—bumping her

off early.” Cue for his also much-copied

gimmick that “no one, but no one” be

allowed to enter the cinema after the film

had begun unreeling.

But a major controversy still reigns

around this classic murder sequence. And
one far more important than was it

ketchup or chocolate sauce doubling for

the blood swirling down the bath-tub’s

drain. Quite simply, this query is: who
really masterminded and directed the

stabbing of Janet Leigh?

In his master book on The Master

{Hitchcock; Seeker and Warburg) French

director Francois Truffaut, an acknow-

ledged Hitch-buff, likened the killing to a

rape and Hitchcock told him bow the

sequence was shot.

Or, how he remembered it. Or, at least,

how he wanted it to be remembered . . .

THE HITCHCOCK VERSION.
“It took us seven days . . . there were 70

camera set-upsfor 45 seconds offootage. We
had a torso specially made up .. . with the

blood that was supposed to spurt awayfrom
the knife, but I didn't use it. I used a live

girl instead, a naked mode! who stood in for

Janet Leigh. We only showed Miss Leigh's

hands, shoulders and head. All the rest was

the stand-in.

“Naturally, the knife never touched the

body; it was all done in the montage. / shot

some of it in slow motion so as to cover the

breasts. The slow shots were not accelerated

later on . .. they were inserted in the montage

so as to give an impression ofnormal speed.”

Thai’s all well and good and quite

technical. At the time most people, like a

kid actor in one of Hitchcock’s films, only

wanted to know . . . 'c’mon, was it chocolate

sauce?”

The more vital truth of the matter—one

of the best kept secrets in movie history—is

that Hitchcock did not direct the sequence

at all. Saul Bass did and he has never

officially been credited for anything else

other than choreographing the scene . . .

until now.
In order to plan the shock murder, step

by bloody step, Hitchcock called upon the

services of the veteran graphic designer,

Saul Bass—until Psycho, better known for

his remarkable new genre of credit-titles;

mainly for Otto Preminger movies: Carmen
Jones, Advise and Consent, Exodus, etc.

Indeed, all the winning main-title formats

of the last twenty years or so (particularly

the 007 titles) were greatly influenced by
Saul’s initial and quite revolutionary switch

from the conventional roll of names, or

worse still, those campy, fluttering pages of
a book, featuring all the film’s stars and
technicians.

Two years after Psycho, Bass directed

one set of titles which proved a hundred
per cent better than the film they were
fronting: the memorable black cat on the

prowl for Walk on the Wild Side.

And so, Saul Bass it was who story-

boarded the Psycho stabbing.

And he also directed the sequence on a
closed set with Hitchcock in close and
constant attendance. It was his directing

debut.

“He was very nice about it,” says Bass.

“I thought it was a generous thing for him
to do on his picture. I learned a lot from it

and very nice things emergedfrom it.”

No credit, though. Or none beyond that

for “title-design”.

THE BASS VERSION
There were two cuts that Hitch added when
I was through. We were on the stage three

or four days, then I sat down with George
Tomasini, the editor, and together we
edited the footage. When we were through.

Hitch added two cuts. A shot of the knife

going into her belly—done in reverse. And
some blood splattering. He felt it was too

bloodless.

“I thought it would be interesting to do a
bloodless murder, with only blood at the end,

going down the drain. With all the water

from the shower, the blood might—or might
not—have been washed away immediately.

Could have worked either way. Hitch felt he

needed the blood, so he added the cuts.”

And yes, the blood was chocolate sauce.

And the worst problem Bass had to

contend with.

“Originally, I planned the pullawayfrom the

dead eye (see storyboard) with a little

trickle of blood coming out from under the

face and moving towards the camera—with

the camera pullingaway in sortofretreat. So
we built a special tiledfloor sorta buckled it

to create an imperceptible depression through

which we could direct the route of the blood

and stuff. It didn't work!
“ We workedat it likeforever andfinallygave

it up and didjust the straight pullaway from
where she drapes over the floor.”

So now you know!

Uncredited. Saul Bass, the quiet man behind the

Psycho slabbing, remains cool and far from

annoyed about never being credited for his

direction of the sequences. Instead, he's grateful

still to Hitchcock for the opportunity, which

indeed led to more direct filming: exquisite

shorts for the New York World’sFoir; much of
the Spartacus battles; the split-screening in

Grand Prix; and his first feature. Phase IV, a

winning sf look at ants, made in Britain, 1972.

But it’s his credit-title revolution that Saul is

always to be remembered—and thanked—for.

Beginning with work for Otto Preminger, he

designed logo-symbols for films—the flaming

rose of Carmen Jones, 1954, to the Reubenish

thighs o/Such Good Friends, 1971 . These movie

trade-marks soon utilised and animated in his

title-designs, also Include the segmented corpse

of Anatomy of a Murder; the flip-top Capitol

lid ofAdvise and Consent ; the angular arm with

clawing fingers of The Man With Hie Golden

Arm. This arm, always outstretched, became his

pet theme: brandishing a sword, Spartacus:

rifles. Exodus; three balloons. One, Two, Three;

in a US naval sleeve for In Harm’s Way; and
protruding from a globe, firmly latched on to a

bagful of dollars for It’s A Mad, Mad. Mad
World. His greatest, longest and most expensive

animated titles (£20,000 for six minutes) came
with the epilogue for Around The World in 80

Days.

Later on, he began shooting specialfootagefor

his titles. A maze offrenzied streets for ^me-
thing Wild; a stagecoach rolling through The
Big Country: Hitler dancing for The Victors;

andyears ahead ofits time—and equipment—the

famous helicopter opening, sweeping right down
to theflickingfinger in West Side Story , . . where

he had the actual credits chalked up on a wall.

Hiscoda: ''Tmmakingtheaudienceexpectant. . .1

try to reachfor a simple visualphra.te that tells you
what thepicture is about. It's no usegoingmad with

thefuU.firework treatmentjust because you tike the

idea yourse!)'. b/o matter how good, bow brilliant an

idea may he, ifit doesn 't blend with thefilm there 's

onlyone thing todo— OKJHeit.ifyou
wish,forfuture use. But lose it now. (let ridofit. And
start again.

'

'
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By popular request, we are. in this is^ue,

starting our long overdue look at the

history and growth of Britain's longest-

lived—and best known—independentfilm

production company. A company with the

unique distinction of being the first film

company to win a Queen's Award To
Industryfor its export achievements. The

story of Hammer Films has featured

prominently in several film bdoks and

magazines, in fact, were it not for a

similar project from Alan Eyles, the

series you are about to start reading

would have been published in book form.
While in Britain, and London specifi-

cally, in 1971, New Yorker Bob Sheridan,

a 27-year-old freelance writer, set about

compiling material for a book devoted

solely to Hammer Films. AU-the ground-

work was completed and he started

looking up the Hammer stars {both in

front of and behind the camera), but as

he interviewed each in turn, he became
aware ofthefact that a Mr. Eyles and his

associates had been there mere weeks

before.

Nobly, he abandoned his project,

realising two so similar books could not

possibly be published.

However, with a new {and far wider)

market now clamouring for material on

the history of Hammer through HoH
magazine, and because of the space,

format and distribution limitations of
Mr. Eyles's book, we have persuaded

Bob Sheridan to adapt his manuscript to

episodicform, continue his research up to

the present day, and are now able to give

you the full . .

.

HISTORY OF HAMMER
Part One. Pre-Horror Hammer 1935-1956.

With the release of The Curse of

Frankenstein (adapted in HoH 2 &
3) in 1957, Hammer Films changed

the styles of the horror film and shaped

their own destiny. For that film introduced

to the horror film world not only two of its

greatest actors, Peter Cushing and Chris-

topher Lee, but also a type of horror film

never seen before—a full (blooded) colour

Gothic horror tale which never flinched at

its own horrors, but blatently displayed

them before shocked audiences.

Despite hostile critical reaction, the film

was an instant worldwide success (with

enthralled audiences from London to

Tokyo) and Hammer Films were quickly on
their way to even greater successes, so much
so that soon the phrase “Hammer horror"

would describe a whole style of film

making.
Although The Curse of Frankenstein was

the start of an era, it was not the beginning

of Hammer Films. For that, we must go

back more than another twenty years, for

it was in late 1934 that Hammer Produc-

tions came into being.

{The actual name "Hammer" came from

founder William Hinds, a successful business-

man in the jewellery retailing industry. As a

hobby and second business interest. Hinds

ran a theatrical agency concerned mainly

with summer seaside shows and would appear

occasionally himself on stage as a stand-up

comedian under the name Will Hammer.
His stage name of Hammer being derived

from a double act—Hinds and unknown

Friend—who took their pseudonyms from

the London area in which they first publicly

appeared—HAMMERSMITH—thus they

became known as '^Hammer' and 'Smith'. /

cannot vouch jor the authenticity of this

story though it was told to me by Will

Hammer personally—but perhaps it was

Just one of his jokes . . . Michael Carreras.)

Extending his interest from the live

theatre into films the first Hammer Pro-

duction was The Public Life of Henry the

Ninth in 1935. While the film itself had

little to do with Hammer as we know them.

by Bob Sheridan
(with additional personal comments by

Michael Carreras, head of Hammer
Film Productions, bracketed and in

italics).

The founders of Hammer Film Produclions,

William (Will Hammer) Hinds (lop), and
Enrique Carreras.

the title demonstrates that even in their

earliest days. Hammer Films were designed

to offer the public something pre-sold

which they were certain to have some
interest in. In this case, the title was a joke

based on Alexander Korda’s classic film

of 1933, The Private Life of Henry the

Eighth starring Charles Laughton. Next

came The Mystery of the Marie Celeste

(1936), of interest simply because it

featured the great horror film star Bela

Lugosi (who, unfortunately, never had the

chance to work for Hammer during its

horror period, as he died in 1956). How-
ever, this is pure coincidence as it was not

a horror film but a mystery based on a
famous true life incident, its American

title being The Phantom Ship.

This was followed, in the same year, by

The Song of Freedom starring the well-

known singing personalities Paul Robeson
and Elizabeth Welch. {Together with the

•only known film acting appearance of Will

Hammer himself.)

In 1937 the very popular comedian

Stanley Lupino starred in Sporting Love

and with this the earliest stage of Hammer
Productions came to an end.

It was about this time that William

Hinds/Hammer joined forces with Enrique

Carreras, an ex-cinema owner. {Carreras

had previously pioneered one of the earliest

‘circuits' of cinemas known as the "Blue

Halls" and had staged the first Royal

Command Performance at the Albert Hall

with a presentation ofQuo Vadis.)

At the time, Enrique Carreras was

running a small distribution company.
Exclusive Films {formed in 1932), distribu-

ting other companies’ productions, {includ-

ing many re-issues of Korda's famous

London Films—Q - Planes, The Spy in

Black . . . etc.) 'as well as re-issues of the

four early Hammer films {which had ori-

ginally been released through different

distributors).

Then, in the late 1940s, (Jack Goodlatte,

Booking Manager of) the ABC circuit of

cinemas (now EMI) showed such interest
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in the box office potential of British

{Quota) supporting features that Exclusive

decided to go into production as well as

continuing in distribution, Empioying the

skills of outside producers their first new

release was a “Knightsbridge-Hammer

Production” entitled River Patrol, a 46

minute London Police story which was

quickly followed by Who Killed Van Loon?,

a 48 minute mystery thriller credited as

"An Exclusive Production”. Exclusive’s

third “home made” release, "A Hammer
Film in association with Marylebone

studios” (—a converted church), was Dick

Barton, Special Agent, which ran an hour

and ten minutes (a mammoth length at that

time) and marked an important “first” for

Hammer in that it was based on a fantasti-

cally successful BBC radio series of the

same name. {So successful that people used

to stop their cars on their way home and

listen to the nightly 15 minute episodes).

Once again. Hammer was turning tomateial

which the public was already familiar with,

and, ironically, it was to be the BBC
which would eventually inspire Hammer
to specialise in the making of science

fiction and horror films, but that's a long

way off yet.

(/f was not until February of 1949 that

Hammer Film Productions Limited were

officially registered, with William Hinds,

Enrique Carreras, Anthony Hinds {son of
William), and James Carreras {son of
Enrique) as directors; but the ojficiai com-

pany list of Hammer Films started with the

production unit formed in November 1947.

Operating in a house named Dial Close at

Cookham Dene, Berkshire.)

The first Hammer Film was Dr. Morelle

—The Case of the Missing Heiress, based

on the radio play by Wilfred Burr and
starring Valentine (Man In Black) Dyall in

the title'role. {Dyall ivof definitely a fore-

runner of the Christopher Lee style and

appeared in many of the early films.) This

firmly established the Hammer format of

producing thrillers based on familiar BBC
serial of play material and during 1948-49

Top right: The original release poster for Hammer's 1956 film, Quatermass 11. Above; A rare scene ^as followed in quick succession by The

from Hammer's 1950 production of The Black Widow. Mark Sherwin {piayed by Robert Ayres, Adventures of P.C. 49, Celia, Meet Simon

centre) attends the fakedfuneral of his wife, and is later framedfor her murder. Cherry, The Man in Black, Room to Let,
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Above: A liiile-seen shot from Hammer's
secondfilm. The Mystery of the Marie

Celeste (1936) which featured horror

veteran, Bela Lugosi {right) in the starring

role. Right: Although not a Hammer
production. Lost Continent was releasedfor
Lippert through Hammer’s Exclusive Film
Distributors. The film was later re-made in

1968 by Hammer with Michael Carreras

directing.

THt'
‘ ’esr -
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the YEM^
and Someone at the Door. All of these films

were based on ‘pre-sold’ radio material and
found to be generally acceptable as sup-

porting features by British audiences.

{Several other patterns were to emerge

from this first year ofcontinuous production.

IVe had the use of large country houses

temporarily converted to makeshift studios—
a permanent technical unit that operated as

a team . . . almost a family, so that the

public becamefamiliar with a Hammer style.

All these films were produced by Anthony
Hinds and directed by either Godfrey Gray-

son or Francis Searle, and a future director

John Gilling was writing screenplays—such

as The Man in Black and Room to Let.)

1950 saw the production of five more
radio favourites What the Butler Saw, The
Lady Craved Excitement, The Black Widow,
The Rossiter Case and To Have and to

Hold. All were produced by Anthony
Hinds and again directed by either Grayson
or Searle, with one more screenplay by

Gilling (Lady Craved Excitement). {To make
The Black Widow and later films, we again

moved to Gilston Park in Essex.

Here we made a further Barton adventure,

Dick Barton at Bay, with a much larger

budget and a chase climax on the Blackpool
ffPCESARVlPMERO



Tower. Sadly. Don Stannard, who hadplayed encounters a facially deformed criminal, producer of Hammer-joined the company
Barton in all three films, was killed in a car Lily (Mary Mackenzie). Believing that her as Production Manager at this time,

accident shortly after completion ofthefilm.) criminal tendencies are due to her repulsive 1952 saw the continuation of the

1950 also saw Michael Carreras’ first appearance, Ritter operates on Lily, trans- Hammer/Lippert association on Lady in a
production. The Dark Light. (/ had been forming her into an exact lookalike of Fog—with Cesar Romero, and for the

working as an assistant to Hinds since the Alice (at this point. Miss Scott takes over first time an American director was used.

formation of the production unit in ’47). the role of Lily). However, the operation Sam Newfield. (NOTE: IVhUst the pro-

This film was produced entirely on location does nothing to change Lily’s evil nature, duction-studio facilities were being de-

on the Nab Tower, Portsmouth and and her criminal career ends only with her vehped at the Hammer-Bray Studios,'

written and directed by Vernon Sewell, death. And so we find in Stolen Face an fVings of Danger, Stolen Face and Lady in

{He had his own yacht and therefore liked early version of Hammer’s obsessed “mad a Fog were made at Riverside Studios—
to write sea stories. The film's cast included scientist”, as well as one of the first ex- Hammersmith. These studios no longer

David Greene now a very well-known film amples of Fisher’s continuing theme of evil exist). Also from Hammer/Lippert in ’52

director.) lurking beneath an attractive surface. The Gambler and the Lady with Dane
With 15 productions completed in the

first three years of operation and consi-

I

derable audience acceptance achieved,

I

Hammer now ended its nomadic production

' formula of moving from house to house

, and they purchased “Down Place”—on

the Thames near the village of Bray in

Berkshire—and began to create permanent

studio facilities which would later serve as

the basis of Baron Frankenstein’s Estate,

Dracula’s Castle, The Haunt of the Were-

wolf, The Mummy, The Reptile, The
Zombies, Baskerville Hall and many other

weird Hammer film dwellings.

But in this year of 1951 Hammer made
their first international deal with American
Producer-Distributor and cinema chain

owner, Robert L. Lippert, (a major force in

the growth of Hammer Productions)

whereby Exclusive would distribute Lip-

pert’s product in the United Kingdom
(Rocket Ship X-M, The Steel Helmet, Lost

Continent, Catwomen of the Moon and
many others) and Lippert would provide

American artists to appear in Hammer films

then distribute them in the U.S.A. (Un-

fortunately Enrique Carreras was not to see

;[
this step forward in the fortunes ofHammer
as he had died in October 1950 at the age of

70).

: i The first five films produced in ’51 were

Cloudburst—a psychological drama starring

Robert Preston , Whispering Smith Hits

London—the well-known American Invest-

gator Whispering Smith played by Richard

Carlson, The Last P^e—George Brent

(joined by Britain's young sex sensation,

Diana Dors), Wings of Danger—Zachary

Scott (Joined by Diane Cilento in her first

film role), and Stolen Face—Paul Henreid

and Lizabeth Scott, (The last three ofthese

films were all directed by a newcomer to the

Hammer Team—Terence Fisher, later to be-

come the internationally acclaimed ‘cult' Also produced during the year of ’51— Clark, Mantrap with Paul Henreid re-

director of many Hammer horrors. The bringing the total of films produced that turning for a second film. Four Sided

editor, James Needs, was also on the team year to eight—were a P.C. 49 sequel. Triangle and The Flanagan Boy—both

during this year with he and Fisher first A Case for P.C. 49, Death of an Angel, starring Barbara Payton, ('hot-tipped' to

coming together on Wings ofDanger. Gilling and Never Look Back, which were the last become qn international sex symbol star—
continued to script with Whispering Smith of the domestic film programme. (Over- but tragically died at an early age) and
and Wings.) hangs from the radiolplay library of scripts Spaceways with Howard Duff.

Stolen Face is of particular interest as it built up during 1950. The action—more talk Fjur Sided Triangle and Spaceways

1

offered a “preview” of later Fisher/ than action, of Never Look Back all took were of special note, being Hammer’s

I

Hammer films in terms of both plot and place in an old Bailey Courtroom in London, first venture into the world of science

I
theme. Its central character, plastic sur- but the film was produced entirely in yet fiction and both directed by Terence

\ geon Dr. Philip Ritter (Paul Henreid), is another converted church in Manchester, Fisher.

i in love with a girl named Alice (Lizabeth but that’s thefilm business. The first. Four Sided Triangle, scripted

.r. \
Scott). After Alice leaves him, Ritter Anthony Nelson Keys—a future prolific by Fisher and Paul Tabori from a novel by
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In Quatermass II (US: Enemy from Space), written and directed by Ua! Guest in 1956 from Nigel
Kneale's BBC Radio series. Professor Quatermass leads a battle against an alien life form which

takes over a remote research station.

William F. Temple, was another Ibre-

runner of later Hammer films. Its story

concerns two scientists, Bill (Stephen

Murray) and Robin (John Van Eyssen),

working in a laboratory set up in a remote
country barn, who both love a girl named
Lena (Barbara Payton).When Lena chooses
Robin. Bill uses a duplicating machine
developed in the barn lab to create an
exact double of her. Bill names the double
Helen (also played by Miss Payton), Un-
fortunately, being an exact duplicate

Helen also falls in love with Robin! The
plot is unresolved by a fire in the barn

which destroys Bill, one of the girls, and the

entire lab including the duplicator. The
surviving girl—Helen or Lena—has no
memory . .

.

The second, Spaceways, adapted from
Charles Eric Maine’s radio play by Paul

Tabori and Richard Landau (an American
.writer who worked on several of the Lippert

co-ventures) was basically a murder
mystery with outer space backgrounds

and quite simply, never overcame its

severe budget limitations.

1953 saw The Saint’s Return with Louis

Hayward re-creating his earlier role as

Leslie Charteris’ famous hero. Blood

Orange with Tom Conway, 36 Hours with

Dan Duryea, Face the Music with Alex

Nicol (as the trumpet-playing detective

dubbed by Kenny Baker on the sound-
track), The House Across the Lake again

with Alex Nicol, plus Hillary Brooke
from the U.S.A. (with Ken Hughes
directing his first film from his own
screenplay of his own novel ‘High H'ray')

Life with the Lyons—a re-entry into the

pre-sold radio (and later TV) series,

starring Ben, Bebe, Barbara and Richard

Lyon. (A situation comedy and forerunner

of the many other teievision series spin-offs

that Hammer were to produce in the

seventies), and Val Guest’s first directing

assignment for Hammer, Murder by Proxy
and Five Days—both with Dane Clark
back again.

A mixed bag of thrillers (with the

comedy exception) as were the eight films

produced in 1954. . ,

'

The Stranger Came Home with Paulette

Goddard, for which Michael Carreras
wrote his first screenplay from a novel by
actor George Sanders. Third Party Risk
with Lloyd (Joe Forrester) Bridges, Mask
of Dust—a motor racing drama with
Richard Conte, The Men of Sherwood
Forest—Hammer’s first colour film with
Don Taylor (now a successful Hollywood
director) as Robin Hood, The Lyons In

Paris—a second Lyons family situation

comedy. The Glass Cage with John
Ireland, Break in the Circle—second colour
film with Forrest Tucker and Eva Bartok,
and finally the forerunner to the new era

ahead,The Quatermass Xperimcnt, based on
Nigel Kneale’s fantastically successful

BBC/TV serial, starring Brian Donlevy
and directed by Val Guest.

Hammer knew they had a potential hit

‘in the can' (but in film making there is that

'naii biting gap' between producing a
picture and getting the audience reaction)

and so, 1953 became a waiting game.
Except for Women Without Men—with
Beverley Michaels as on? of the many
deprived female prison inmates, all feature

production was halted, and existing scripts

were discarded. With faith in what they

had, Val Guest, Nigel Kneale and Jimmy
Sangster (who had worked himself up
from tea boy to Production Manager
during ten years in the production team,
but had always wanted to write) were
commissioned to write screenplays with

the ‘new image’ in view.

Whilst this was happening a then ‘new
innovation', the Cinemascope lens, was
hired from its developers, 2()th Century

Fox, and Michael Carreras, who.since he

could snap his fingers^ad been a fan of Big

Band Swing, produced and directed a series

of six, half hour, musical entertainments,

starring the current top talents of popular

music. (In some countries three were

joined together as a feature release).

Additionally, three short story featur-

ettes The Right Person, A Man on the

Beach—directed by Joseph Losey (his first

English film) and starring Donald Wolfiti,

and Dick Turpin—Highwayman were pro-

duced. But all this was marking time until

the worldwide release late in '55 of The
Quatermass Xperiment. The spelling of

‘Xperiment’ had been altered to emphasise

the ‘X’ censorship rating that the film had
received and the British public did the rest.

Guest’s and Kneale's mixture of science

fiction and horror elements in equal parts

was Just what the avid audiences wanted.

For once even the critics, who had never

been Hammer fans were tongue-tied and
The Quatermass Xperiment became the

most successful film that Hammer had
produced (of the 44 features plus two ‘Dick

Bartons’, six musical and three story

featurettes and one travelogue) since for-

mation of the unit in late '47.

It also made its mark in the U.S.A.

where it was released by United Artists as

The Creeping Unknown. (Editor's note:

For afull-length comic strip adaption of this.

Hammer's first Monster Movie, see HoH
8 and 9).

Above: The Song of Freedom, produced in 1936 by

popular singer ofthe lime, Paul Robeson (centre),

we cover thefilm that was to change the style ofkorroi
Lee to international stardom,



And so, production in 1956 started with

another X designed film entitled X-The
Unknown from Jimmy Sangster’s first

screenplay and directed by Leslie Norman,

starring Dean Jagger and Leo McKern.

Then, quite naturally, Quatermass II

went into production with Guest directing

from Kneale’s script and Brian Donlevy

again as Professor Quatermass.

Again trying something new, Hammer’s

third film that year was a war drama,The

Steel Bayonet. Set in the western desert

with a script based on the personal ex-

periences of writer Howard Clewes, it

starred Leo Genn, Kieron Moore and
Michael Medwin, with Michael Carreras

now directing his first feature length film.

{The Suez crisis exploded the week before

production and the Ifor Office withdrew all

Army support—we had to find tanks and
weapons from private sources . . . in the end

/ had so many / could have started my own
war.)

Hammer's newfound success brought

opportunities for worldwide distribution

deals with major companies, and Exclusive

was gradually eliminated as a distributor

in favour of Hammer as a production unit

X-The Unknown was Exclusive’s last

feature release, and after that they only

distributed a few more short subjects

produced by themselves and Hammer.
Hammer, meanwhile, had found the

subject matter they were looking for in

order to take their next major step, and in

late 1956 they filmed The Curse of Frankei-

stein. At that point, the history of Hammer
began anew. Next issue we ^all examine

the first films of Hammer’s "golden age”.

jfP*

The Horror of Dracula {1958).
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Illustrated adapta- Curse of Franken- Twins of Evil strip,

tion of 1958 Dra- stein Part 1 ; Devil The Omen, Karloff,

cula; Kronos; Lee a Daughter; At The Werewolf, Fe-

biography & filmo- Hammer studios: male Vampires,
graphy: 1930s FX; Hammer make-u

Quatermass strip. Quatermass Pt 2;

King Kong, Jekyll Carrie, Kong
& Hyde, Hammer (1931), Seizure,

Science Fiction Squirm, De Palma,

films, Lee's NEW Living Dead
Dracula.etc At Manchester-

J
H0HI2 45p
Gorgon strip Part 2,

Heretic, Blood City,

Witchfinder Gen-
eral, 1933 Invisible

Man, Face of

Frankenstein, etc . .

.

H0HI3 45p H0HI4 45p H0HI5 45p H0HI6 45p
Plague of Zombies Million Years BC Mummy’s Shroud Special Star Wars
strip; Star Wars; strip: John Carra- strip, Dr. Moreau, issue;. Rabid, Psy-

Uncanny; Paris dine; Romero on Audrey Rose, Blue cho storyboards.
Festival; People Martin

|

review; Sunshine, Fanatic, Homebodies, Car-

That Time Forgot: Dinosaur films; Mummy's feature. reras interview"
Godzilla ; Zombies. Paris Festival Films. Frankenstein etc. New Shandor strip.

Harryhausen story- strip, Cushing inter-

boards, Cathy's view. History of

DON’T MISS OUT ON

THESE COLLECTOR’S ITEMS
The above back issues of HoH are available at the bargain price of

45p (£1 outside UK) each. This includes postage, packing and handling.

Foreign orders will be sent via seamail and cheques/money orders

should be made payable to Top Sellers Ltd. Allow up to 2 weeks for

delivery within UK, 8 weeks overseas. Address as below.

. Please note: We are sorry to say that due to postal increases, all prices

of books and magazines listed this issue invalidate those given in any

back numbers.

EYE OF THE TI6ER
Celebrating the latest, greatest film fantasy event from the talented mind and hands of

Ray Harryhausen, a magazine devoted entirely to fantasy fiotion’s first sword and

sorcery hero.
'

This action-packed magazine Includes a 16^x11}’" full colour poster painting of Sinbad

in action: the full film told In a IS-page comic strip (by HoH regulars Benny Aldrich 6 Ian

'Kronos' Gibson); a full-colour article/interview with monster-maker supreme, Ray

Harryhausen by John Brosnan: and 'Tha Arabian Nights on Film’—a colourful lack back at

Sinbad movies from 1924 to 1977tyTiseVahimagi.

All this can be yours for onlv.45p Including postage ($1 outside UK-
all copies sent seamail). From

:

HOUSE OF HAMMER BARGAIN BASEMENT. 135 Wardour Street. London W1V 4AP

Siribf^andthe
EyeoftheHser
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